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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 
Anyone with a serious interest in investment arbitration cannot have avoided 

the long-running discussion regarding its legitimacy.  Depending on how the 
starting date is selected, this debate has now gone on for at least 25 years, with no 
end in sight.  The discussion has, without doubt, produced a number of serious 
proposals for reform, some of which have already been implemented.1 

But in speaking with a number of colleagues who have served as arbitrators 
in investment cases, I find their reactions to the legitimacy discussion 
(notwithstanding critiques from outstanding scholar in the field) to be basically, 
that much of the criticism reflects either ideological bias or ignorance of how the 
process works in practice.  For better or for worse, it seems that the discussion, at 
this point, focuses principally on ways to expand the number and diversity of 
those serving as arbitrators and various proposals for unifying international 
investment law through a new appellate body or the creation of one or more 
permanent investment arbitration courts.2  Though these proposals are certainly 
worth serious thought, my impression is that they do not sufficiently credit the  
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1 See Antonio R. Parra, Advancing Reform at ICSID, in RESHAPING THE INVESTOR-
STATE DISPUTE SETTLEMENT SYSTEM 569 (Jean Kalicki & A. Joubin-Bret eds., 2015). 

2 This statement is not intended to comment, either positively or negatively, on an 
entirely new iteration of the legitimacy discussion which has arisen principally in Europe and 
has been one of a number of sources that have contributed to an EU proposal to create a 
permanent European Investment Tribunal.  See, e.g., Stephen W. Schill, Developing a 
Framework for the Legitimacy of International Arbitration, in LEGITIMACY: MYTHS, 
REALITIES, CHALLENGES: ICCA CONGRESS SERIES NO. 18 at 789 (Albert Jan van den Berg 
ed., 2015). 
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